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Abstract

We explore unconstrained natural language feedback as a
learning signal for artificial agents. Humans use rich and var-
ied language to teach, yet most prior work on interactive
learning from language assumes a particular form of input
(e.g., commands). We propose a general framework which
does not make this assumption, using aspect-based sentiment
analysis to decompose feedback into sentiment about the fea-
tures of a Markov decision process. We then perform an ana-
logue of inverse reinforcement learning, regressing the senti-
ment on the features to infer the teacher’s latent reward func-
tion. To evaluate our approach, we first collect a corpus of
teaching behavior in a cooperative task where both teacher
and learner are human. We implement three artificial learn-
ers: sentiment-based “literal” and “pragmatic” models, and
an inference network trained end-to-end to predict latent re-
wards. We then repeat our initial experiment and pair them
with human teachers. All three successfully learn from in-
teractive human feedback. The sentiment models outperform
the inference network, with the “pragmatic” model approach-
ing human performance. Our work thus provides insight into
the information structure of naturalistic linguistic feedback as
well as methods to leverage it for reinforcement learning.

1 Introduction
For autonomous agents to be widely usable, they must be re-
sponsive to human users’ natural modes of communication.
For instance, imagine designing a household cleaning robot.
Some behaviors can be pre-programmed (e.g. how to use an
outlet to recharge itself), while others must be learned (e.g.
if a user wants it to charge in the living room or the kitchen).
But how should the robot infer what a person wants?

Here, we focus on unconstrained linguistic feedback as a
learning signal for autonomous agents. Humans use natural
language flexibly and intuitively to express their desires via
commands, counterfactuals, encouragement, explicit prefer-
ences, or other forms of feedback. For example, if a human
encounters the robot charging in the living room as desired,
they may provide feedback such as “Great job.” If they find it
charging in the kitchen, the human may respond with “You
should have gone to the living room” or “I don’t like see-
ing you in the kitchen.” Our approach of learning rewards
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from such open-ended language differs from previous meth-
ods for interactive learning that use non-linguistic demon-
strations (Abbeel and Ng 2004; Argall et al. 2009; Ho et al.
2016), rewards/punishments (Knox and Stone 2009; Mac-
Glashan et al. 2017; Christiano et al. 2017), or language
commands (Tellex et al. 2011; Wang, Liang, and Manning
2016; Tellex et al. 2020). The agent’s learning challenge is
to interpret naturalistic feedback in the context of its behav-
ior and environment to infer the teacher’s preferences.

We formalize this inference as linear regression over fea-
tures of a Markov decision process (MDP). We first de-
compose linguistic feedback into a scalar sentiment and
a target subset of the MDP’s features (a form of aspect-
based sentiment analysis (Hu and Liu 2004; Liu 2020)). We
then regress the sentiment against the features to infer the
teacher’s latent reward function. This enables learning re-
wards from arbitrary language. To extract target features, we
draw on educational research (Shute 2008) to first map ut-
terances to elements of the MDP. For example, “Good job”
maps to prior behavior, whereas “You should have gone to
the living room” maps to an action. We then extract relevant
MDP features: intuitively, positive sentiment about an ac-
tion implies positive rewards on its features. We implement
two versions of this model: a “literal” learner using only
the explicit sentiment and a “pragmatic” learner with ad-
ditional inductive biases (Grice 1975). These models allow
us to study how humans express themselves; however, they
rely on domain-specific lexical groundings. We thus develop
a parallel approach: training an inference network end-to-
end to predict latent rewards from human interactions. In our
live evaluation, all three models learn from human feedback.
Our sentiment-based models achieve statistically-significant
improvements over the inference network; the “pragmatic”
model approaches human performance. We outline related
work in Section 2, then introduce our sentiment model in
Section 3. Section 4 describes our task and experiment and
Section 5 details our model implementations. Finally, Sec-
tion 6 discusses results and Section 7 concludes.1

2 Background and Related Work
The work presented here complements existing methods that
enable artificial agents to learn from and interact with hu-

1Code and data: github.com/tsumers/rewards.
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Figure 1: A: Episodes involve three stages. B: We use aspect-based sentiment analysis to factor utterances into sentiment and
features, then infer latent weights w (solid lines). This allows us to integrate multiple forms of feedback (dashed lines).

mans. For example, a large literature studies how agents
can learn latent preferences from non-linguistic human feed-
back. Algorithms such as TAMER (Knox and Stone 2009)
and COACH (MacGlashan et al. 2017) transform human-
generated rewards and punishments into quantities that
reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms can reason with.
Preference elicitation, which provides a user with binary
choices between trajectories, is a similarly intuitive train-
ing method (Christiano et al. 2017). Finally, demonstration-
based approaches use a set of expert trajectories to learn a
policy—as in imitation learning (Ross and Bagnell 2010)—
or infer an underlying reward function—as in inverse rein-
forcement learning (IRL) (Abbeel and Ng 2004). This idea
has been extended to settings in which agents are provided
with intentionally informative demonstrations (Ho et al.
2016) or themselves act informatively (Dragan, Lee, and
Srinivasa 2013), such as the more general “cooperative IRL”
setting (Hadfield-Menell et al. 2016).

Another body of research has focused on linguis-
tic human-agent interaction. Dialogue systems (Artzi and
Zettlemoyer 2011; Li et al. 2016) learn to interpret user
queries in the context of the ongoing interaction, while
robots and assistants (Thomason et al. 2015; Wang et al.
2019; Thomason et al. 2020; Szlam et al. 2019) ground lan-
guage in their physical surroundings (for a review of lan-
guage and robotics, see Tellex et al. (2020)). A parallel line
of work in machine learning uses language to improve sam-
ple efficiency: to shape rewards (Maclin and Shavlik 1994;
Kuhlmann et al. 2004), often via subgoals (Kaplan, Sauer,
and Sosa 2017; Williams et al. 2018; Chevalier-Boisvert
et al. 2018; Goyal, Niekum, and Mooney 2019; Bahdanau
et al. 2019; Zhou and Small 2020). These approaches gen-
erally interpret and execute independent declarative state-
ments (e.g., queries, commands, or (sub)goals). Perhaps the
most similar works to ours are (MacGlashan et al. 2015; Fu
et al. 2019; Goyal, Niekum, and Mooney 2020), which per-
form IRL on linguistic input in the form of natural language
commands. Our work differs in two key ways: first, we
use unconstrained and unfiltered natural language; second,
we seek to learn general latent preferences rather than in-
fer command-contextual rewards. A somewhat smaller body
of work investigates such open-ended language: to correct
captioning models (Ling and Fidler 2017), capture environ-
mental characteristics (Narasimhan, Barzilay, and Jaakkola

2018), or improve hindsight replay (Cideron et al. 2019). For
a review of language and RL, see Luketina et al. (2019).

We aim to recover the speaker’s preferences from natu-
ralistic interactions. Thus, unlike prior approaches, we do
not solicit a specific form of language (i.e. commands, cor-
rections, or descriptions). We instead elicit naturalistic hu-
man teaching and develop inferential machinery to learn
from it. This follows studies of emergent language in other
domains including action coordination (Djalali et al. 2011;
Djalali, Lauer, and Potts 2012; Potts 2012; Ilinykh, Zarrieß,
and Schlangen 2019; Suhr et al. 2019), reference pragmat-
ics (He et al. 2017; Udagawa and Aizawa 2019), naviga-
tion (Thomason et al. 2019), and “Wizard of Oz” experi-
ments (Kim et al. 2009; Allison, Luger, and Hofmann 2018).

3 Learning Rewards from Language
In this section, we formalize our approach. We develop a
form of aspect-based sentiment analysis (Hu and Liu 2004;
Liu 2020) to decompose utterances into sentiment and MDP
features, then use linear regression to infer the teacher’s re-
wards over those features. This allows us to perform an anal-
ogy of IRL (Abbeel and Ng 2004; Jeon, Milli, and Dragan
2020) on arbitrary language. To extract MDP features, we
ground utterances into the learner’s context (Harnad 1990;
Mooney 2008) with mappings inspired by educational re-
search (Shute 2008; Lipnevich and Smith 2009).

3.1 Setup
We begin by defining a learner agent whose interactions
with the environment are defined by a Markov Decision Pro-
cess (MDPs) (Puterman 1994). Formally, a finite-horizon
MDPM = 〈S,A,H, T,R〉 is a set of states S, a set of ac-
tions A, a horizon H ∈ N, a probabilistic transition function
T : S×A→ ∆(S), and a reward function R : S×A→ R.
Given an MDP, a policy is a mapping from states to ac-
tions, π : S → A. An optimal policy, π∗, is one that
maximizes the future expected reward (value) from a state,
V h(s) = maxaR(s, a) +

∑
s′ T (s′ | s, a)V h−1(s′), where

V 0(s) = maxaR(s, a). States and actions are characterized
by features φ, where φ : S × A → {0, 1}K is an indica-
tor function representing whether a feature is present for a
particular action a in state s. We denote a state-action trajec-
tory by τ = 〈s0, a0, ...sT , aT 〉. Finally, we define the feature



counts over a set of state-action tuples as nφ:

nφ({〈s, a〉}) =
∑

s,a∈{〈s,a〉}

φ(s, a) (1)

which we use to summarize arbitrary sets of state-action tu-
ples, including trajectories.

3.2 Interactive Learning from Language
We consider a setting where the reward function is hidden
from the learner agent but known to a teacher agent who
is allowed to send natural-language messages u (Fig. 1A).
We formulate the online learning task as Bayesian infer-
ence over possible rewards: conditioning on the teacher’s
language and recursively updating a belief state. Formally,
we assume that the teacher’s reward function is parameter-
ized by a latent variable w ∈ RK representing the rewards
associated with features φ:

R(s, a) = w>φ(s, a). (2)

We refer to these weights as the teacher’s preferences over
features. The learner is attempting to recover the teacher’s
preferences from their utterances, calculating P (w|u).

Learning unfolds over a series of interactive episodes. At
the start of episode i, the learner has a belief distribution over
the teacher’s reward weights, P (wi), which it uses to iden-
tify its policy. First, the learner has an opportunity to act in
the world given this policy, sampling a trajectory τ i. Second,
they receive feedback in the form of a natural language ut-
terance ui from the teacher (and optionally a reward signal
from the environment). Third, the learner uses the feedback
to update its beliefs about the reward,P (wi+1|ui, τ i), which
is then used for the next episode.

We now describe our general formal approach for in-
ferring latent rewards from feedback. We first assume the
learner extracts the sentiment ζ and target features f from
the teacher’s utterance, where f ∈ RK is a vector describ-
ing which features φ the utterance relates to. Extracting a
sentiment and its target is known as aspect-based sentiment
analysis (Liu 2020). Ready solutions exist to distill senti-
ment from language (Hutto and Gilbert 2014; Kim 2014),
but extracting the target features is more challenging. We
detail our approach in Section 3.3.

We then formalize learning as Bayesian linear regression:

ζ ∼ N (f>w, σ2
ζ ) (3)

We use a Gaussian prior: wi ∼ N (µi,Σi). After each
episode, we perform Bayesian updates (Murphy 2007) to
obtain a posterior: P (wi+1|ui, τ i) = N (µi+1,Σi+1). Thus,
similar to IRL methods (Ramachandran and Amir 2007), the
regression sets the teacher’s latent preferences w ∈ RK
to “explain” the sentiment. Intuitively, if the teacher says
“Good job,” a learner could infer the teacher has positive
weights on the features obtained by its prior trajectory. In
the next section, we formalize this mapping to features.

3.3 Extracting MDP Features from Language
The main challenge of aspect-based sentiment analysis is ex-
tracting target features from arbitrary language. To accom-
plish this, we draw on educational research (Lipnevich and

Smith 2009; Shute 2008), which studies the characteristic
forms of feedback given by human teachers. We first iden-
tify correspondences between these forms and prior work
in RL. We then show each form targets a distinct element
of the MDP (e.g., a prior trajectory). Mapping language to
these elements allows us to extract target features.

Evaluative Feedback. Perhaps the simplest feedback an
agent can receive is a scalar value in response to their ac-
tions (e.g. environmental rewards, praise, criticism). The
RL literature has previously elicited such feedback (+1/-1)
from human teachers (Thomaz and Breazeal 2008; Knox
and Stone 2009; MacGlashan et al. 2017). In our setting, we
consider how linguistic utterances can be interpreted as eval-
uative feedback. For example, “Good job” clearly targets the
learner’s behavior, τ i. We thus set the target features to the
feature counts obtained by that trajectory: f = nφ(τ i).2

Imperative Feedback. Another form of feedback tells
the learner what the correct action was. This is the gen-
eral form of supervised learning. In RL, it includes label-
ing sets of actions as good or bad (Judah et al. 2010; Chris-
tiano et al. 2017), learning from demonstrations (Ross and
Bagnell 2010; Abbeel and Ng 2004; Ho et al. 2016), and
corrections to dialogue agents (Li et al. 2016; Chen et al.
2017). In our setting, imperative feedback specifies a coun-
terfactual behavior: something the learner should (or should
not) have done, e.g. “You should have gone to the living
room.” Imperative feedback is thus a retrospective version
of a command. Extracting features takes two steps: we first
ground the language to a set of actions, then aggregate their
feature counts. Formally, we define a state-action grounding
functionG(u, S,A) which returns a set of state-action tuples
from the full set:G : u, S,A 7→ S̃, Ã, where S̃ ⊆ S, Ã ⊆ A.
We take the feature counts of these tuples as our target:
f = nφ(G(u, S,A)).

Descriptive Feedback. Finally, descriptive feedback pro-
vides explicit information about how the learner should
modify their behavior. Descriptive feedback is the most vari-
able form of human teaching, encompassing explanations
and problem-solving strategies. It is generally found to be
the most effective (Shute 2008; Lipnevich and Smith 2009;
van der Kleij, Feskens, and Eggen 2015; Hattie and Tim-
perley 2007). Supervised and RL approaches have used de-
scriptive language to improve sample efficiency (Srivastava,
Labutov, and Mitchell 2017; Hancock et al. 2018; Ling and
Fidler 2017) or communicate general task-relevant informa-
tion (Narasimhan, Barzilay, and Jaakkola 2018). In IRL, de-
scriptive feedback explains the underlying structure of the
teacher’s preferences and thus relates directly to features φ.3
If the human says ‘I don’t like seeing you in the kitchen,”
the robot should infer negative rewards for states and ac-
tions where it and the human are both in the kitchen. For-
mally, we define an indicator function over features desig-

2As an example, an alternative teaching theory could use an
inverse choice model (McFadden 1974; Train 2003). This would
posit a teacher giving feedback on the learner’s implied, latent pref-
erences, rather than their explicit, observed actions.

3In problem settings beyond IRL, such feedback may relate to
the transition function T : S ×A.



Figure 2: A: The learner collected objects with different rewards (top) masked with shapes and colors (bottom). The teacher
could see both views. B: Example reward function used to mask objects (here, objects worth 1-3 reward are rendered as pink
triangles; the teacher thus “prefers” pink squares, worth 8-10). C: Pairs played 10 episodes, each on a new level. D: Feedback
shifted from descriptive to evaluative as learners improved. Learners scored poorly on level 6, reversing this trend.

nating whether or not that feature is referenced in the utter-
ance: I : u, φ→ {0, 1}K . We then set f = I(u, φ).

Prior RL algorithms generally operate on one of these
forms. Interactions are constrained, as the algorithm solicits
feedback of a particular type. Our framework unifies them,
allowing us to learn from a wide range of naturalistic human
feedback. Concretely, we define a grounding function fG :
u 7→ form, form ∈ {Imperative, Evaluative, Descriptive},
then extract f accordingly:

f ∈ RK =


nφ(τ i) if fG(u) = Evaluative
nφ(G(u, S,A)) if fG(u) = Imperative
I(u, φ) if fG(u) = Descriptive

(4)
This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 1. Table 1 shows ex-

amples of this decomposition for various forms. In Sec-
tion 4, we elicit and analyze naturalistic human-human
teaching, observing these three forms. In Section 5, we de-
scribe a pair of agents implementing this model. Finally, we
train an end-to-end neural network and probe its represen-
tations, showing that it learns to interpret different forms of
feedback in a similar manner.

4 Human-Human Instruction Dataset
To study human linguistic feedback and generate a dataset
to evaluate our method, we designed a two-player collabo-
rative game (Fig. 2). One player (the learner) used a robot
to collect a variety of colored shapes. Each yielded a re-
ward, which the learner could not see. The second player
(the teacher) watched the learner and could see the ob-
jects’ rewards. Teacher-learner pairs engaged in 10 interac-
tive episodes. We describe the experiment below.

4.1 Experiment and Gameplay
We recruited 208 participants from Amazon Mechanical
Turk using psiTurk (Gureckis et al. 2016). Participants were
paid $1.50 and received a bonus up to $1.00 based on the
learner’s score. The full experiment consisted of instructions

and a practice level, followed by 10 levels of gameplay. Each
level contained a different set of 20 objects. We generated
110 such levels, using 10 for the experiment and 100 for
model evaluation (Section 6). Collecting each object yields a
reward between -10 and 10. Objects were distributed to each
of the four corners (Fig. 2C). In each episode, the learner had
8 seconds to act (move around and collect objects), then the
teacher had unlimited time to provide feedback (send chat
messages). Both players were shown the score and running
bonus during the feedback phase. This leaked information
about the reward function to the learner, but we found it
was important to encourage active participation. The pri-
mary disadvantage is that the human baseline for human-
model comparisons benefits from additional information not
seen by our models.

4.2 Task MDP and Rewards
Human control was continuous: the learner used the arrow
keys to steer the robot. However, the only rewarding actions
were collecting objects and there was no discounting. As a
result, the learner’s score was the sum of the rewards of the
collected objects. Due to object layout and short time hori-
zon, learners only had time to reach one corner. Each corner
had 5 objects, so there were 124 possible object combina-
tions per level.4 We refer to these combinations as trajecto-
ries τ , and formalize the task as choosing one. Concretely,
the learner samples its beliefs w ∼ p(wi), then chooses
the optimal trajectory: π := argmaxτ V

τ = w>nφ(τ). To
induce teacher preferences, we assigned each teacher a re-
ward function which masked objects with shapes and colors.
Thus the distribution of actions and rewards on each level
were the same for all players, but the objects were displayed
differently depending on the assigned reward function. Our
reward functions combined two independent perceptual di-
mensions, with color (pink, blue, or yellow) encoding sign

4Choice of corner, then up to 5 objects: 4 ∗ (
(
5
1

)
+

(
5
2

)
+

(
5
3

)
+(

5
4

)
+

(
5
5

)
) = 124.



Utterance Feedback Form Grounding (fG) Features (f) Sentiment (ζ)
“Keep it up excellent” Evaluative nφ(τ i) Behavior-dependent +17
“Not a good move” Evaluative nφ(τ i) Behavior-dependent -10
“Top left would have been better” Imperative nφ(G(u, S,A)) Environment-dependent +17
“The light-blue squares are high valued” Descriptive I(u, φ) φBlueSquare +13
“I think Yellow is bad” Descriptive I(u, φ) φYellow -16

Table 1: Example feedback from our experiment with feature / sentiment decomposition.

and shape (circles, squares, or triangles) encoding magni-
tude (Fig. 2B). We permuted the shapes and colors to gener-
ate 36 different functions.

4.3 Human-Human Results and Language
Our 104 human pairs played 10 games each, yielding 1040
total messages (see Table 1 for examples; note empty mes-
sages were allowed). We use our feedback classifier (see
Section 5.1) to explore the prevalence of various forms of
feedback. We observe that humans use all three in a curricu-
lum structure known as “scaffolding” (Shute 2008): teachers
initially use descriptive feedback to correct specific behav-
ior, then switch to evaluative as the learners’ score improves
(Fig 2D). Teachers could send unlimited messages and thus
sometimes used multiple forms. Most episodes contained
evaluative (63%) or descriptive (34%) feedback; only 6%
used imperative. The infrequency of imperative feedback is
reasonable given our task: specifying the optimal trajectory
via language is more challenging than describing desirable
features. Not all pairs fared well: some learners did not lis-
ten, leading teachers to express frustration; some teachers
did not understand the task or sent irrelevant messages. We
do not filter these out, as they represent naturalistic human
language productions under this setting.

5 Agent Models
We now describe our three models. The first (Section 5.1) di-
rectly implements our sentiment-based framework. The sec-
ond (Section 5.2) extends it with pragmatic biases based on
Gricean maxims (Grice 1975). Finally, we train a neural net
end-to-end from experiment episodes (Section 5.3).

5.1 “Literal” Model
Our literal model uses a supervised classifier to implement
fG and a small lexicon to extract target features.

Utterance Segmentation and Sentiment. Teachers often
sent multiple messages per episode, each potentially con-
taining multiple forms of feedback. To process them, we first
split each message on punctuation (!.,;), then treated each
split from each message as a separate utterance. To extract
sentiment, we used VADER (Hutto and Gilbert 2014), which
is optimized for social media. VADER provides an output
ζ ∈ [−1, 1], which we scaled by 30 (set via grid search).

Utterance Features. To implement fG, we labeled 685
utterances from pilot experiments and trained a logistic re-
gression on TF-IDF unigrams and bigrams, achieving a
weighted-F1 of .86. For evaluative feedback, as described in

Eq. 4, we simply used the feature counts from the learner’s
trajectory f = nφ(τ i). Imperative feedback requires a task-
specific action-grounding function G(u, S,A). While ac-
tion grounding in complex domains is an open research
area (Tellex et al. 2020), in our experiment all imperative
language referenced a cluster of objects (e.g. “Top left would
have been better”). We thus used regular expressions to iden-
tify references to corners and aggregated features over ac-
tions in that corner. For descriptive feedback, we defined a
similar indicator function I(u, φ) identifying features in the
utterance. We used relatively nameable shapes and colors,
so teachers used predictable language to refer to object fea-
tures (“pink”, “magenta”, “purple”, “violet”...). Again, we
used regular expressions to match these synonyms. Finally,
we normalized‖f‖1 = 1 so all forms carry equal weight.

Belief Updates. Because players had seen object values
in practice levels ranging between -10 and 10, we initialized
our belief state as µ0 = 0, Σ0 = diag(25). This gives an
approximately 95% chance of feature weights falling into
that range. For each utterance, we perform Bayesian updates
to obtain posteriors P (wi+1|ui, τ i) = N (µi+1,Σi+1). We
use σ2

ζ = 1
2 for all updates, which we set via grid search.

5.2 “Pragmatic” Model
We augment the “literal” model with two biases based on
pragmatic principles (Grice 1975). While pragmatics are of-
ten derived as a result of recursive reasoning (Goodman and
Frank 2016), we opt for a simpler heuristic approach.

Sentiment Pragmatics. The Gricean “maxim of quan-
tity” states that speakers bias towards parsimony. Empiri-
cally, teachers often referenced a feature or an action with-
out an explicit sentiment. Utterances such as “top left” or
“pink circles” implied positive sentiment (e.g. “pink circles
[are good]”). To account for this, we defaulted to a positive
bias (ζ = 15) if the detected sentiment was neutral.

Reference Pragmatics. The Gricean “maxim of relation”
posits that speakers provide information that is relevant to
the task at hand. We assume utterances describe impor-
tant features, and thus unmentioned features are not useful
for decision making. We implemented this bias by follow-
ing each Bayesian update with a second, negative update
(ζ = −30, set via grid search) to all features not referenced
by the original update, gradually decaying weights of un-
mentioned features.

5.3 End-to-end Inference Network
To complement our lexicon-based sentiment models, we
train a small inference network to predict the teacher’s la-



Figure 3: Left: learning within our experiment structure.
We plot averaged normalized score over the 10 learning
episodes; bars indicate 1 SE (68% CI). Right: learning with
specific feedback types. We plot averaged normalized score
on 100 test levels after each episode.

tent rewards. We use human data from our experiment to
learn an end-to-end mapping from the (u, τ) tuples to the
teacher’s reward parameters. Conceptually, this is akin to
“factory-training” a housecleaning robot, enabling it to sub-
sequently adapt to its owners’ particular preferences.

Model Architecture. We use a feed-forward architecture.
We tokenize the utterance and generate a small embedding
space (D=30), representing phrases as a mean bag-of-words
(MBOW) across tokens. We represent the trajectory with
its feature counts, nφ(τ). We concatenate the token embed-
dings with the feature counts, use a single fully-connected
128-width hidden layer with ReLU activations, then use a
linear layer to map down to a 9-dimension output.

Model Training. Our dataset is skewed towards positive-
scoring games, as players learned over the course of the ex-
periment. To avoid learning a default positive bias, we first
downsample positive-score games to match negative-score
ones. This left a total of 388 episodes from 98 different
teachers with a mean score of 1.09 (mean of all games was
8.53). We augment the data by exchanging the reward func-
tion (Fig. 2B), simulating the same episode under a differ-
ent set of preferences. We take a new reward function and
switch both feature counts and token synonyms, preserving
the relationships between ui, τ i, and w. We repeat this for
all 36 possible reward functions, increasing our data vol-
ume and allowing us to separate rewards from teachers. We
used ten-fold CV with 8-1-1 train-validate-test splits, split-
ting both teachers and reward functions. Thus the network is
trained on one set of rewards (i.e. latent human preferences)
and teachers (i.e. linguistic expression of those preferences),
then tested against unseen preferences and language. We
used stochastic gradient descent with a learning rate of .005
and weight decay of 0.0001, stopping when validation set er-
ror increased. We train the network, including embeddings,
end-to-end with an L2 loss on the true reward.

Multiple Episodes. Given a (u, τ) tuple, our model pre-
dicts the reward ŵ associated with every feature. To evaluate
it over multiple trials in Section 6, we use a comparable up-
date procedure as our structured models. Concretely, we ini-
tialize univariate Gaussian priors over each feature µ0 = 0,
σ0 = 25, then run our inference network on each interaction

Model Experiment Interaction Sampling
Offline Live n All Eval Desc Imp

Literal 30.6 34.7 46 40.5 38.7 40.6 16.7
Pragmatic 38.2 42.8 47 52.5 50.4 58.2 31.7
Inference 25.3 35.0 55 47.6 54.3 53.2 –
Human – 44.3 104 – – – –

Table 2: Normalized scores averaged over 10 episodes of
learning. “Experiment” plays the 10 experiment episodes
with a single human; “Interaction Sampling” draws (u, τ)
tuples from the entire corpus and plays 100 test levels after
each update.

and perform a Bayesian update on each feature using our
model’s output as an observation with the same fixed noise.
For each feature, P (wi+1|ui, τ i) = N (µi, σi) ∗ N (ŵ, 12 ).
In all offline testing, we use the network from the appropri-
ate CV fold to ensure it is always evaluated on its test set
(teachers and rewards).

6 Results and Analysis
We seek to answer several questions about our models. First,
do they work: do they learn the humans’ reward function?
Second, does our sentiment approach provide an advan-
tage over the end-to-end learned model? And finally, do the
“pragmatic” augmentations improve the “literal” model? We
run a second interactive experiment pairing human teachers
with our models and find the answer to all three is yes (Sec-
tion 6.1). We then analyze how our models learn by testing
forms of feedback separately (Section 6.2).

6.1 Learning from Live Interactions
To evaluate our models in an online setting, we recruited 148
additional participants from Prolific, an online participant
recruitment tool, and paired each with one of three model
learners in our task environment. We measured the averaged
normalized score across all 10 levels (i.e. the mean percent-
age of the highest possible score achieved). To assess the ef-
fect of interactivity, we also evaluated the same three model
learners on replayed sequences of (u, τ) tuples drawn from
our earlier human-human experiment. The results are shown
in Fig. 3 and summarized in Table 2. We conducted a mixed-
effects regression (Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, and Christensen
2017) using performance as the dependent variable, includ-
ing fixed effects of time (i.e. trial 1, trial 2, etc.), interactiv-
ity (i.e. live vs. offline), and learner model (i.e. neural vs.
literal vs. pragmatic), as well as an interaction between in-
teractivity and time. We also included random intercepts and
random effects for the learner model for each dyad to con-
trol for clustered variance. The categorical factor of the lan-
guage model was contrast-coded to first compare the neural
against the two sentiment models and then compare the two
sentiment models directly against each other.

First, we found a significant main effect of time,
t(4138) = 32.77, p < .001, indicating that performance im-
proves over successive levels. Second, although there was no
significant main effect of interactivity, t(446) = −.08, p =



Figure 4: Left: A trajectory from our experiment. Right: Inference network output given this trajectory. Top row: the model
learns to map feature-related tokens (descriptive feedback) directly to rewards, independent of the trajectory. Bottom left /
center: the model maps evaluative feedback (praise and criticism) through the feature-counts from the trajectory. Bottom right: a
failure mode. Due to the MBOW utterance representation, descriptive feedback with negative sentiment is not handled correctly.

.94, there was a significant interaction between interactivity
and time, t(4138) = 2.32, p = .02, suggesting that the ben-
efits of the live condition manifest over successive episodes
as the teacher provides feedback conditioned on the learner’s
behaviors. Finally, turning to the models themselves, we find
that the “family” of sentiment models collectively outper-
form the neural network t(132) = 3.57, p < .001 and the
“pragmatic” sentiment model outperforms the “literal” one,
t(147) = −2.37, p = .019. Post-hoc pairwise tests (Tukey
1953) find an estimated difference of d = 7.8, 95% CI:
[2.7, 12.9] between the “pragmatic” and “literal” models;
d = −3.77, 95% CI: [−11.8, 4.3] between the neural and
“literal”; and d = −11.5, 95% CI: [−19.4,−3.7] between
neural and “pragmatic.” This suggests the end-to-end model
learns how to use most of the literal information in the data,
while the inductive biases we encoded into the “pragmatic”
further improve performance, comparable to human learn-
ers (with the caveat that our experiments used different plat-
forms to recruit participants).

6.2 Learning from Different Forms of Feedback
To characterize model learning from different “forms” of
feedback, we design a second evaluation independent of the
experiment structure. Our “episode” sequence is as follows:
we draw a (u, τ) tuple at random from the human-human ex-
periment, update each model, and have it act on our 100 pre-
generated test levels. We take its averaged normalized score
on these levels. We repeat this procedure 5 times for each
cross-validation fold, ensuring the learned model is always
tested on its hold-out teachers and rewards. This draws feed-
back from a variety of teachers and tests learners on a vari-
ety of level configurations, giving a picture of overall learn-
ing trends. Normalized scores over test levels are shown in
Fig. 3 and Table 2 (“Interaction Sampling”). We note that
all models improve when sampling the entire corpus (“All”)
versus being paired with an individual teacher (Section 6.1).
This suggests blending feedback across teachers helps miti-
gate individual idiosyncrasies. This particularly benefits the
inference network, which outperforms the “literal” model.
We then use our feedback classifier (Section 5.1) to selec-

tively sample one form of feedback. This reveals that our
“pragmatic” augmentations help on all forms, but most dra-
matically on “Descriptive” feedback. Finally, we confirm
our inference network learns to contextualize feedback ap-
propriately (Fig. 4). It maps evaluative feedback through
its prior behavior and descriptive (feature-based) tokens di-
rectly to the appropriate features. Inspection of utterances
reveals several failure modes on rarer speech patterns, most
notably descriptive feedback with negative sentiment.

7 Conclusion
We presented two methods to recover latent rewards from
naturalistic language: using aspect-based sentiment analy-
sis and learning an end-to-end mapping from utterances
to rewards. In evaluation with live humans, we find our
sentiment-based models offer statistically significant perfor-
mance gains over the end-to-end model. The “pragmatic”
model achieves near-human performance, suggesting that
humans do indeed draw inferences beyond the literal infor-
mation content. Finally, we note that the relative model per-
formance is qualitatively different across our three evalua-
tions: the learned model underperforms the “literal” offline,
performs equivalently in live experiments, and outperforms
it on randomly sampled interactions. This underscores the
importance of realistic (live) testing.

We see several future research directions. First, our sen-
timent models could be improved via theory-of-mind based
pragmatics, while our end-to-end model could benefit from
stronger language models (recurrent networks or pre-trained
embeddings). Most promisingly, hybridizing sentiment and
learned approaches (Jiang et al. 2011; Xu et al. 2019) could
offer the best of both. We also see potential synergies with
instruction following: treating commands as “Imperative”
feedback could provide a preference-based prior for inter-
preting future instructions. Finally, we anticipate extend-
ing our approach to more complex MDPs in which humans
teach both rewards and transition dynamics (Narasimhan,
Barzilay, and Jaakkola 2018). In general, we hope the meth-
ods and insights presented here facilitate the adoption of
truly natural language as an input for learning.



Ethical Statement
Equipping artificial agents with the capacity to learn from
linguistic feedback is an important step towards improving
value alignment between humans and machines, one aspect
of developing systems that support safe and beneficial in-
teractions. However, one future risk is expanding the set of
roles that such agents can play to those requiring significant
interaction with humans – roles currently restricted to hu-
man agents. As a consequence, certain jobs may be more
readily replaced by automated systems. On the other hand,
being able to provide feedback to artificial agents verbally
could expand the group of people who will be able to inter-
act with those agents, potentially creating new opportunities
for people with disabilities or less formal training in com-
puter science.
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